Old Bach in the New World - #0640... without traveling abroad, we can learn about this repertoire by playing it on American instruments attuned to Bach's ideals.

Scandinavian Surprises - #0641... organs and their music continue as an integral element in the artistic life of Nordic countries.

Fine Fisk for Furman - #0642... with campus colleagues, faculty soloist Charles Tompkins celebrates the inauguration of the Hartness Organ (C.B. Fisk Opus 121) at Furman University in Greenville, SC.

Walker on the Wild Side - #0643... popular and unflappable church musician John Walker shares insights on his world and Lou Harrison’s extraordinary Concerto for Organ & Percussion, which John champions.

A Lively Tradition - #0644... a collection of scores, some new, some newer, all by American composers.